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Local Lead Law Implementation: 
Providing Technical Assistance for 

Municipal Enforcement Officials

New England Lead 
Conference

November 5, 2015

Childhood Lead Action Project

� Founded in 1992

� Providence, RI

� Dedicated to 
eliminating childhood 
lead poisoning 
through education, 
parent support, and 
advocacy
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Laura Brion, Director of Community 
Organizing and Advocacy

Childhood Lead Action Project

1192 Westminster St

Providence, RI 02909

laura@leadsafekids.org

(401) 785-1310, x 205

Lead Poisoning in 
Rhode Island
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Lead Poisoning in 
Providence

Presentation Overview

� Intro: Opportunities for Local-Level Lead 
Law Enforcement in Rhode Island

� Case Studies: Providence, Central Falls, 
Pawtucket

� Process: Building Support for 
Enforcement

� Process: Training/Technical Assistance 
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Lead-Safe Rental Housing: 
Local Responsibilities/Opportunities

� Enforce lead-related housing code provisions

– In RI, this includes the requirement that most 
pre-1978 rental housing be free of lead 
hazards (but not free of lead)

– Proof of lead law compliance: lead certificate 
issued by a licensed lead inspector

Lead-Safe Work Practices: 
Local Responsibilities/ 

Opportunities

� Require lead license for building permit 
applicants when RRP applies

− Inspired by Burlington, Schenectedy, others
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Providence

Began lead law 
enforcement in late 
2011

Providence

The incidence of lead poisoning (new 
cases) in Providence dropped nearly 
25% between 2012-2013

Every city and town in Rhode Island 
should be enforcing lead laws.
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Central Falls
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Column 3

� Began lead law 
enforcement 
4/1/14

Pawtucket

� Began lead law 
enforcement 
1/1/15
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Building Support for 
Local-Level Lead 

Enforcement
Recommendations:

− Assemble a team
• Prioritize invitations to people who are 

strongly motivated to work on lead

• Think about what each partner can do to 
help

− Do your homework
• Make sure you know what can be done 

with the laws on the books

Building Support for 
Local-Level Lead 

Enforcement
Recommendations:

− Be realistic about challenges
• This will involve a little extra work

• Some community members will be 
grumpy about this 

− Get/offer help
• Training, technical assistance

• Materials for the public

• Sample NOVs, etc.

• Referral resources – HUD programs, 
etc.
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Building Support for 
Local-Level Lead 

Enforcement
Recommendations:

− Know your audience
• Protecting kids – the right thing to do

• Level playing field for RPP-compliant 
contractors/HC-compliant landlords

• Reduce city's liability

• Required by law

Initial Training

� Bring your team! An offer of help 
means a lot more in person . . . 

� Acknowledge the work already 
happening/expertise in the room

� Get people thinking, talking, practicing

� Set realistic goals for info retention

� Bring cheat sheets, charts, etc.

� Group process: planning enforcement 
protocol that will work
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SAMPLE: Today's Training

� Basics: What is Lead Poisoning?

� Lead safety laws: Work Practices

� Lead safety laws: Housing Code

� Community Resources

� Discussion: Getting to Zero

SAMPLE: Process

� Step-by-step explanation

� Hands-on exercise(s)

� Review
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SAMPLE: Goals

Three hours from now, you will be able to:

� Name 2+ lead-related code violations

� Look up a housing unit online to determine 
whether it has a valid lead certificate

� Tell a local worker what the first step is 
towards getting an RRP license

� Tell a local homeowner about 2+ ways to 
get financial assistance for lead abatement

Followup: getting things 
off the ground

� Get/provide help by phone, email, in 
person

� Collect/review enforcement data

� Identify & solve problems

� Identify & celebrate victories

� Look for opportunities to collaborate
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FYQs

(Frequently Yelled Questions)

“This is Somebody 
Else's Job”

� Put local effort in context
� Big chart: local, state, federal 
� Have state officials in the room
� Discuss reasons why local work is 

important & needed

� Name and validate underlying concerns 
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Victim blaming: 
pre-emptive action

� Introduce the topic as a history lesson

� Talk about the lead industry and its 
successful attempts to dehumanize 
victims and maximize profits 

� You can do this in 60 seconds or less

� Use the word “racism”. If time allows: 
sexism, classism, greed.

Victim blaming: dealing 
with outbursts

� Intervene ASAP

� Shift the conversation from a debate into 
an exercise

� Remind people of the big picture: nobody 
should have to live in a home that sheds 
poison from the walls

� Be realistic about your goals for the 
conversation
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Defensiveness: lead was 
such great paint!

� Validate the statement – it's true!

� Add more info – show you know your 
stuff, invite people to share more

� Add context, get back on track: “as great 
as lead paint is, it's definitely not worth 
the trade-offs”

“But . . . we all 
grew up here . . . “
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“How Lead Poisons 
Chicago” - Megan 

Cottrell

Lead and Education

Source: Providence Plan, 2014
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Lead and Violence

Source: Mother Jones, 2013

Questions?



East Providence Lead Law Compliance
Lead-Safe Work Practices

Overview City Enforcement

Contractors, painters, and others disturbing interior 
or exterior paint in most pre-1978 homes, 
elementary schools, and child care buildings are 
required by law to follow federal and Rhode Island 
lead-safe work practice standards. The purpose of  
these laws is to protect workers, residents, and their 
families from lead dust created during work on 
older homes.

Beginning August 27, 2015, the City of  East 
Providence will require all building permit 
applicants to prove they are trained and licensed to 
conduct work in compliance with Rhode Island's 
lead paint safety laws or that their work is exempt 
from these requirements. The purpose of  this policy
is to ensure the City does not issue permits for work
that violates State law and puts workers and children
at risk..

More Details

Please see these additional documents for step-by-step explanations of  the following topics:
 Hiring a licensed Lead Hazard Control Firm

◦ Planning to Renovate, Repair, or Paint?
 Pictorial overview of  lead-safe work practices 

◦ EPA’s Renovation, Remodeling, and Painting Rule Requires Lead-Safe Work Practices 
 How to prove compliance with State lead-safe work practices laws

◦ Working Lead-Safe in East Providence 

Legal Authority: State Building Code

RIGL § 23-27.3-114.1(a) states in part that:
If  the application or plans do not conform to the requirements of  this code or of  all applicable laws, the 
building official shall reject the application citing the specific sections of  this code or applicable law upon 
which the rejection is based. If  the building official is satisfied that the proposed work conforms to the 
requirements of  this code and all applicable laws thereto, he or she shall issue a permit.

Questions/Complaints? 

Report suspected lead-safe work practices violations to: 
 RI Department of  Health: 401-222-5960
 RI Department of  Environmental Management: 401-222-2808

Refer questions about contractor training and licensing to:
 RI Department of  Health 

◦ health.ri.gov/lead
◦ 401-222-5960

Created by the Childhood Lead Action Project, updated August 2015.



Lead Certificate Cheat Sheet

Tenants in Rhode Island have a right to housing without lead hazards. However, this doesn’t mean that every house 
must be completely free of  lead paint. Instead, most rental housing units built before 1978 need to have a current 
lead certificate proving that they meet minimum lead safety standards or higher, in accordance with the Lead 
Hazard Mitigation Act. Violations of  this standard include chipping and peeling paint, bare soil within 5’ of  a 
house, and painted friction surfaces (wooden windows, rubbing doors, etc.).

It is important to know that most lead certificates are issued for a specific housing unit, not a whole house, and are  
valid for a set period of  time – usually 1 or 2 years. The chart below provides a handy guide for determining 
whether a certificate is still valid, and indicates which are listed in the searchable, statewide lead certificate database 
available to the public online at:

 http://dualsearch.provplan.org

The most common types of  lead certificates in Rhode Island are the Certificate of  Conformance and Lead Safe 
Certificate. However, three variants of  the Certificate of  Conformance (Interior Only Certificate of  Conformance,
Affidavit of  Completion of  Visual Inspection, and Certificate of  Presumptive Compliance), one variant of  the 
Lead-Safe Certificate (Certification of  Lead-Safe Status With Annual Re-Inspection Exemption) and one additional 
certificate (Lead-Free Certificate) also exist. 

Lead Certificate Type Valid for Regulations In online database?

Certificate of  Conformance - 
Independent Clearance Inspection

2 years* RI Housing Resources
Commission 

Yes

Certificate of  Conformance - 
Interior Only 

A few months** RI Housing Resources
Commission

Yes

Affidavit of  Completion of  
Visual Inspection 

2 years RI Housing Resources
Commission

No

Certificate of  Presumptive 
Compliance

1 year*** RI Housing Resources
Commission

No

Lead-Safe Certificate 1 year**** RI Dept. of  Health Yes

Lead-Free Certificate Permanent RI Dept. of  Health Yes
* If  there has been no change in tenants two years after a Certificate of  Conformance is issued, a property owner may stay in compliance either by 
hiring a lead inspector to re-inspect and issue another Certificate of  Conformance, or by conducting his or her own visual inspection of  the rental unit
and filing an Affidavit of  Completion of  Visual Inspection with the Housing Resources Commission. Affidavits must be notarized.
**Interior Only Certificates of  Conformance can only be issued during cold-weather months (Nov. through May) with permission from HRC. 
Remaining exterior hazards must be remediated and the home must be reinspected by either the following June 1st or no more than or 30 days after 
the certificate issue date, whichever comes later.
***Under certain circumstances, the annual reinspection requirement may be permanently waived by the Department of  Health. This status will be 
indicated in the Department of  Health's online certificate database and reflected in writing on the certificate itself.
****Under certain circumstances, a landlord who owns 10 or more dwelling units built after 1960 may apply for a Certificate of  Presumptive 
Compliance for some of  those units. Refer to the RI Housing Resources Commission's Application for Presumptive Compliance for full details.



WORKING LEAD-SAFE IN PROVIDENCE

Building officials have an important role to play in protecting children, workers, and the environment 
from lead hazards. Contractors, painters, and others disturbing interior or exterior paint in most pre-1978
homes, elementary schools, and child care buildings are required by law to follow federal and state lead-
safe work practice laws. This sample chart can be used to determine whether a project requires a worker 
to be trained and licensed to comply with Rhode Island's lead-safe work practices laws, and provides 
examples of how a contractor can prove their compliance or exemption.

Proof of Compliance

Lead Hazard Control Firm License

Lead-Safe Remodeler/Renovator License 

Exemptions Proof of Exemption

Property built after 1978 Tax assessor records or other official document 
showing year built

Non-residential property other than a school or 
licensed child care facility occupied by children 
under 6

Both of the following:
 Tax assessor records or other official 

document showing commercial use 
 Articles of incorporation or organization 

(available at http://sos.ri.gov/business) or 
other official document showing type of 
business(es) present at property address

Children under 6 do not reside in the property for
14+ days per year, and the property type is one of
the following:

 Housing reserved for the elderly or 
persons with disabilities

 Non-rental housing
 Dormitory

One or both of the following, as applicable:
 Signed affidavit from property owner or 

legal representative 
 HUD contract or other proof that property  

was reserved for elderly (62+) or persons 
with disabilities at the time of the initial 
occupancy  

Interior work will disturb less than 6 sq ft of paint 
per room within a 30 day period

Signed affidavit from property owner or legal 
representative

Exterior work will disturb less than 20 sq ft of 
paint on the premises within a 30 day period

Signed affidavit from property owner or legal 
representative

Prepared by the Childhood Lead Action Project. Updated 10/23/15. 



Prepared by the Childhood Lead Action Project. Updated 10/23/15. 
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CITY OF PROVIDENCE

INSPECTION AND STANDARDS

CHILDHOOD LEAD ACTION PROJECT

and 

THE PREVENTION OF LEAD POISING

� I&S Partnering with CLAP in the 

prevention of Lead Poising

LJ23

CITY OF PROVIDENCE

INSPECTION AND STANDARDS

PROVSmart� Prov-Smart App site

LJ24



Slide 1

LJ23 With much help and guidence from CLAP The city of Providence department of Inspection and 

Standards was pleased and exited to be a part of preventing Lead Poisining. 
Lykins, Jeff, 10/7/2013

Slide 2

LJ24 We have a new Enterprise cloud base software we ar using at I&S That we have just launched the a 

new version that includes a coilection of Smart Apps for tracking Lead Violations and
Lykins, Jeff, 10/7/2013
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� Prov-Smart App site

� Building Permit App

� This App The Starting point where we can play a role in preventing lead poisoning.

� We no longer issue permits for residential work with out a RRP license.

CITY OF PROVIDENCE

INSPECTION AND STANDARDS

PROVSmart

J1

� Prov-Smart App site

� RRP License now collected on the permit.

CITY OF PROVIDENCE

INSPECTION AND STANDARDS

PROVSmart

LJ26



Slide 3

J1 One of our apps is of course for Building Permits,

This is starting point where we felt we could be play a part in preventing Lead Poisining
Jeff, 11/20/2014

Slide 4

LJ26 On our new Building Permit application now includes space for collecting LRM Lic. info.
Lykins, Jeff, 10/7/2013
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� Prov-Smart App site

� Lead-Tradesperson Register

� As of November 2014 , 182 contractors with RRP License have registered with the 

City of Providence.

� As of November 2015, 599 contractors with RRP License have registered with the 

City of Providence.

CITY OF PROVIDENCE

INSPECTION AND STANDARDS

PROVSmart

LJ27

&page

CITY OF PROVIDENCE

INSPECTION AND STANDARDS

PROVSmart

� Prov-Smart App site

� Complaint App

LJ28



Slide 5

LJ27 This information is then keep in the Lead-Tradperson Regiter Data base.
Lykins, Jeff, 10/7/2013

Slide 6

LJ28 We have four new apps for working with Lead Violations.
Lykins, Jeff, 10/7/2013
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&page

CITY OF PROVIDENCE

INSPECTION AND STANDARDS

PROVSmart

� Prov-Smart App site

� Complaint App

� A request for a Lead COC is automatically added 

any complaint on a residential property that was 

built prior to 1978.

LJ29

&page

CITY OF PROVIDENCE

INSPECTION AND STANDARDS

PROVSmart

� Prov-Smart App site

� Complaint App

� Inspections-Violation App

LJ30



Slide 7

LJ29 The Complaints App

Used to register complaints.
Lykins, Jeff, 10/7/2013

Slide 8

LJ30 The Inspections-Violations App

Thsi App is auto populated from the complaint App
Lykins, Jeff, 10/7/2013
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&page

CITY OF PROVIDENCE

INSPECTION AND STANDARDS

PROVSmart

� Prov-Smart App site

� Complaint App

� Inspections-Violation App

�Notice of Violation App

LJ31

&page

CITY OF PROVIDENCE

INSPECTION AND STANDARDS

PROVSmart

� Notice of Violation and Correction Order

LJ33



Slide 9

LJ31 The Notice of Violation App

This App is autopopulated from the Inspection-Violations App
Lykins, Jeff, 10/7/2013

Slide 10

LJ33 If a complaint and Inspection result in a violation then the Violation App will generate a NOV.
Lykins, Jeff, 10/7/2013
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&page

CITY OF PROVIDENCE

INSPECTION AND STANDARDS

PROVSmart

� Notice of Violation and Correction Order

� Lead Hazard Mitigation Act

� Requires a COC and 

� Instructs the owner on their 
responsibilities for Lead 
mitigation. 

LJ34

&page

CITY OF PROVIDENCE

INSPECTION AND STANDARDS

PROVSmart

� Notice of Violation App

� Prosecution App:

� If we do not receive a COC, then our 

Prosecution department prepares a case 

for Lead Court.

LJ32



Slide 11

LJ34 All our NOV's include language instructing the owner in their respocibilites with respect to the Lead 

Hazard Mitigation Act.
Lykins, Jeff, 10/7/2013

Slide 12

LJ32 And the Procution App.

This App combines all the data fro the other apps to prepare the court case.
Lykins, Jeff, 10/7/2013
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CITY OF PROVIDENCE

INSPECTION AND STANDARDS

• The City of Providence and the Department of Inspection & Standards has taken a pro-active 
approach to the challenge of lead poisoning prevention. 

• Inspection & Standards requires a lead license in addition to a Contractors registration to 
obtain a permit for residential property. 

• Partnering with CLAP, CLAP provides continuing education to our staff on the facts of lead 
poisoning.

• Partnering with the Solicitor Office we have created a Lead court to try housing cases with 
lead violations.

• Inspection & Standards has received:

• The Beyond the Call of Duty Award
• A Citation from the Mayor
• A Citation from the City Council

• Over 24% drop in Lead poisoning

“We just finished running a lead screening report for 2013. We saw another 
significant drop in lead levels. Providence was a star. For incidence of leads above 
5, over 100 fewer kids were poisoned and the number of kids screened went up 
in Providence!
2012: 530 of 6361 kids tested
2013: 402 of 6404 kids tested”

Providence Health Department

CITY OF PROVIDENCE

INSPECTION AND STANDARDS

• Contractors with RRP License registered with the City:

• 184 RRP registered Contractors

• Permits taken out with RRP License/Contractor

2011: 284

2012: 675

2013: 704

2014: 700 to date
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CITY OF PROVIDENCE

INSPECTION AND STANDARDS

Court Cases with Lead Violations:

• 2011: 0

• 2012:

• 153 Cases filed

• 126 Cases Abated

• 2013: 

• 170 Cases filed

• 125 Cases Abated

• 2014:

• 150 Cases filed

• 60 Cases Abated

• 2015:

• 64 Cases filed

• 173 Cases Abated

CITY OF PROVIDENCE

INSPECTION AND STANDARDS

The City of Providence is partnering with:

CLAP

Providence City Solicitor

Providence Housing Court

RI Department of Health

and soon adding Providence Planning Department.
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NELCC Conference

Portsmouth, NH

Nov 5th, 2015

1

� Keep It Clean Program
� Brochures to local health department (LHD) 
contacts

� Target do-it-yourselfers through hardware stores

� 406b PRE/Lead poisoning education/outreach
� LHD education/outreach

� Half day course with Asbestos Program and 
Department of Environmental Protection -
Environmental Hazards

� Formal training to “build awareness” 

� 180 building and fire officials

2
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�Don’t Spread Lead Campaigns

� LHDs and building officials

� Provide educational/outreach materials
� DSL brochures/CD’s

� “Protect Your Family”

� Hand out to contractors, homeowners, 
do-it-yourselfers

� Hardware and paint retailers

3

� DPH Requested that Building Officials get 
more involved…….

� Permits issued from building inspectors 
office/point of contact

� Interface with contractor, homeowners,     
do-it-yourselfers

4
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�RRP Awareness seminars

� Local health departments

� Building departments

� Fire Marshals

� Housing code officials

� Other state agency personnel
� Department of Energy and Environmental Protection

� Department of Housing

� Department of Consumer Protection

5

�Distributed letter with attachments to 
Directors of Health and Building Officials

� Health and building department collaboration to 
prevent lead poisoning

� Explanation of RRP

� Facts, charts, maps on CT lead poisoning

� “RRP Intake” form as part of permitting process

� “Feedback” form to confirm support (or not)

� Implies building official not responsible for 
contractor compliance

� Recommend denying permit if not compliant

6
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13

� State building inspector’s office

� Letter to local building officials to refer to local 
health department regarding intake form

� Slow response on submittal of feedback 
forms

� Increase in 2015:

� 57 responses

� 29 supportive/28 non-supportive

� 25 use intake form  

14
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�Don’t have the time

� $$

�Understaffed, part time building inspector

�Not required by building code

15

� State building inspector’s letter

�Don’t have lead poisoning problem

� Lead no longer a problem (no lead in solder 
or paint)

�DEEP already enforcing

16
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�Not enforceable

� Potential liability for denial of permits

� EPA Rules should be enforced by EPA or DPH 
Lead Program

�Not willing to modify permitting process

17

�Modified RRP intake form

� LHD and BD collaborate: sign off process

�Require RRP cert. for plans and permit app.

� Several glitches:

� Certification

� Property owners
� Modified form for sign off

� “Protect Your Family” booklet given 

18
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19

� LHD’s receive $$ for lead poisoning 
prevention activities

�CT DPH:

� promote collaboration between LHD/building 
officials on implementing RRP permitting process 

� provide lead poisoning prevention education/ 
outreach materials 

� continue to build RRP awareness and compliance

20
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�Don’t Spread Lead 2015

�Video filming completed in October
� Use as an educational tool

� Combines lead safe work practices with RRP 
awareness

� Target audiences
� Do-it-yourselfers

� Public health officials

� Building officials

� Available January
� CT DPH Web site

� YouTube

� NELCC

21


